
Health Technology Assessment – science or art?

Abstract
The founding disciplines of HTA are clearly scientific, and have been
firmly based among the natural sciences. However, common definitions
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of HTA indicate that HTA is something more than the “pure application
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of science”. This article investigates whether this “something” also
makes HTA an art. The question of whether HTA is a science or an art
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is pursued in two specific and historically rich directions. The first is
whether HTA is an art in the same way that medicine is described as
an art. It has been argued extensively that medicine is based on two 3 NorwegianKnowledgeCentre

for the Health Services, Oslo,
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different and partly incompatible cultures, i.e., the natural sciences and
humanities.Medicine is based on disciplines within the natural sciences,
while its value judgments have been placed in the humanities camp.
This dichotomy is present in HTA as well, and the first part of the
investigation illustrates how HTA is an art in terms of its inherent and
constitutive value-judgments. The second part of the science/art-scrutiny
leads us to the ancient (Hippocratic) concept of art, téchne, where we
find an etymological and a conceptual link between HTA and art. It
demonstrates HTA is not an arbitrary process, even though it involves
value judgments and relates complex decision making processes. As
an art (téchne) HTA has a specific subject matter, requires inquiry and
mastery of general rational principles, and is oriented to a specific end.
In conclusion, the science-or-art-question makes sense in two specific
perspectives, illustrating that HTA is a science based art. This has im-
plications for the practice of HTA, for its education, and for the status
of its results.
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HTA between two cultures
The interesting and challenging question of whether
health technology assessment (HTA) is a science or an
art has become topical. E. g., the theme of HTAi 2013
conference in Seoul was “Evidence, Values, and Decision
Making: Science or Art?” HTA communicates results from
health research to decision makers and health policy
makers. It uses input from a wide range of scientific dis-
ciplines and feeds this into the process of forming present
and future health services. However, what is the status
of HTA itself: is it a science or is it something different
and more value based, e. g., an art? This is the key
question of this article.
HTA is based on disciplines with solid and well defined
scientific basis. Biology, pharmacology, physiology, epi-
demiology, statistics etc. are all well founded scientific
disciplines. The experimental and observational empirical
studies on which HTA rests are also considered to be
proper science. Accordingly, one could argue that HTA is
a science.
Moreover, HTA is well situated in the critical rationalism
of Carl Popper. Hypotheses are not proven, validated, or
confirmed, but falsified. Knowledge is preliminary and
gained by falsifying opposite hypothesis. If we can show
that a hypothesis (e. g., that health technology X is less
effective than health technology Y) is wrong, then we can
assume that the opposite hypothesis (i.e., that X is more
effective than Y) is valid, although we have no firm proof
of the matter. Hence, also the manner of testing our hy-
pothesis places HTA in the science camp.
We also can recognize the scientific aspirations of HTA
in its definition, e. g. where HTA is defined as:

1. Identifying evidence, or lack of evidence, on the bene-
fits and costs of health interventions

2. Synthesizing health research findings about the effect-
iveness of different health interventions

3. Evaluating the economic implications and analysing
cost and cost-effectiveness

4. Appraising social and ethical implications of the diffu-
sion and use of health technologies as well as their
organisational implications [22].

Point 1 is usually considered to be scientific [10]. So is
oftentimes 2 and 3. However, this is somewhat controver-
sial, and 4 is normally not considered to be scientific. The
same goes for the decision-making process, involving a
series of non-scientific issues [41]. Hence, there are ele-
ments of HTA that are thought to be non-scientific. These
elements are candidates of what may be called “the art
of HTA.” However, before we investigate this, let us place
the science-or-art-question in context.

The context of the
science-versus-art-question
The question of whether HTA is a science or an art must
be seen in a specific context. In our (post) modern time,

art and science are certainly broad, vague, and partly
contested concepts. We have types of art that apply ad-
vanced technologies and scientific approaches. At the
same time some sciences are highly performative and
creative. The question about HTA’s status does not make
much sense in the general debates on art, science, and
their relationship.
More fruitfully, the art versus science question can be
pursued along the historical issue of whether medicine
itself is an art or a science [38]. What is constitutive to
medicine? Is it the disinterested objective observations
and stringent well definedmethodology, or is it the exper-
ience, engagement, intuition, interpretation (hermeneut-
ics), and clinical (value) judgment of the individual clini-
cian in the encounter with the individual patient? A revital-
ized version of the issue can be recognized in the fierce
debate on Evidence Based Medicine (EBM).
Even more, the question of art or science can be traced
more than 2,400 years back to the Hippocratic text On
the art (Peri téchne), where themain question is whether
medicine is an art or not. Interestingly, the author argues
that medicine is an art (téchne, in greek) to underline its
consistent and rational features, opposed to pure char-
latanism [1].
Hence, the argument that medicine is an art has historic-
ally been used for two purposes. Most recently it has been
used to underline its opposition to medicine as a science
[3], [4], [9], [20], [36], [38], and that there is a basic di-
chotomy in medicine where the subjective, evaluative,
particular, and intuitive, opposes the objective, factual,
general and rational. Accordingly, the question becomes
whether HTA is founded in the humanities or in the natural
sciences.
Additionally, the question of whether medicine is an art
has been used to argue for its status as a systematic and
rational activity. Accordingly, medicine (and HTA) is not
an arbitrary process, even though it involves value judg-
ments and relates complex decision making processes.
Correspondingly, this article will address the question of
whether HTA is an art along two distinct conceptual and
historical lines, and it will be argued that HTA is an art in
both perspectives. Moreover, HTA is based on several
sciences, not only the natural sciences. This has implica-
tions for the education and practice of HTA.

The two cultures
In his now classical and oft cited Two Cultures C. P. Snow
[40] pointed to and discussed the distinction between
the natural sciences and humanities as a deep divide
between two almost incompatible cultures. Correspond-
ingly, and as already indicated, the distinction between
science and art can be seen as two different irreconcilable
and partly incompatible cultures, as illustrated in Table 1.
HTA is often conceived of as being a science dealing with
facts, whereas the appraisal and the decision making
process have been acknowledged as a value-laden pro-
cesses [13], [26], [27], [28]. Parliamentary Technology
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Table 1: Science and art as two cultures

Assessment (PTA) has tried to resolve the distinction
between nature and culture, science and art [7]. It more
explicitly acknowledges the normative aspects of techno-
logy, and is more in tune with what has been called the
empirical turn in the philosophy of science and recent
trends in Science and Technology Studies (STS): science
is very much like other social phenomena, and does not
differ significantly from them [19], [18]. The questions of
how technology is, and how we ought to implement and
use it, are closely related. (Although PTA has influenced
HTA, HTA has not embraced all the social aspects of PTA.)
As HTA to some extent is based on both these cultures,
one could argue that HTA is both art and science in the
same way as medicine is both art and science. Art is the
humanistic leg of HTA, which HTA needs to be stable and
in balance.

The art of value judgments
According to traditional distinction between the natural
sciences and the humanities as sources for medical
knowledge and practice, the art of HTA can be identified
in its value judgments. HTA’s involvement with values
should not come as a surprise, as the evaluation of
technology in health care is evaluative by definition [13],
[14], [15]. Nevertheless, the HTA community can be
characterized by a distinction between “the purists” and
“the progressive”. The first see HTA as a science based
objective activity distinguished from appraisal and de-
cision making, and the latter see both assessment and
appraisal as value-laden processes, which can be studied
by (social) sciences.
Moreover, the goal of health care, to improve people’s
health, is related to values [5], [24]. Health is defined in
terms of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing
(WHO) and happiness [32]. Hence, selecting methods to
improve people’s good lifewill be related to values in one
way or another.
If the art of HTA can be found in its value-judgments, it
becomes important to identify the values involved in HTA.
Many kinds of values exist, such as scientific, economic,
aesthetic, medical, professional, and moral values [42].
Moreover, values can be intrinsic and extrinsic (instru-
mental, inherent, relational, indicative). All these values
play important roles in the evaluation of technology. If we
investigate the HTA process in detail, a wide range of

specific values can be identified [15], [28], here summar-
ized in Table 2 and Table 3.

General values in HTA
In addition to such specific values, the HTA process is
related to value issues such as how to organize and per-
form HTAs (e. g., scoping, expert group selection), balan-
cing core outcomes (such as balancing safety, efficacy,
effectiveness, and efficiency issues), and how to handle
high profile champions, to mention only a few.
Moreover, HTA is subject to general values in society and
in medicine. HTA is closely related to Evidence Based
Medicine [41], which has been criticized for being an
“ideology” hostile to humanity and threatening to medi-
cine’s identity as an “art.” In HTA, as in general in most
so called developed countries, there has been a rather
firm belief in technology and in progress [25]. There is
what has been called a progress bias. It is presupposed
that there will be development, improvement, and eco-
nomic growth, and that this is a good in itself. Advanced
hi-tech has higher prestige than lo-tech or no-tech. To see
is better than not to see, or not to know. E. g., imaging
technologies have intrinsic values [35]. We tend to need
more and better evidence to call a halt on a technology
(disinvestment) than to implement one, and “loss aver-
sion,” “stakeholder inertia”, “entrenchment” has been
identified in health technologymanagement [8]. Although
HTA agencies may be much more critical than other au-
thorities and social agencies, the new is often considered
to be better than the old (i. e. the sometimes fallacious,
argumentumad novitatem). E. g. when introduced, proton
therapy was considered to be better than radiotherapy
[11], and robot assisted surgery was considered to be
better than ordinary surgery [1].
HTA also seems to follow general trends, such as “global-
isation”, “system sustainability”, “governance”, “inte-
grated care”, and “patient centred HTA.” Such trendsmay
also be accounted for by the perspective of HTA as an
art.
To summarize the first part of the analysis, one way to
argue that HTA is an art is through the definition of art
as making value judgments. The values involved are not
only scientific values, such as transparency, testability,
reproducibility, simplicity, completeness, exhaustiveness
etc, but also typically non-scientific values. Value judg-
ments can be identified in all parts of the HTA process
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Table 2: Value judgment in the various elements of HTA

(and not only in appraisal). Moreover, value judgments
can be identified in social structures and attitudes to-
wards technology, in HTA, as in society in general. As ar-
gued, finding value judgments at all levels of HTA is not
surprising, as health care has a core element of the good
life, health, as its goal.
However, does this mean that HTA is not scientific at all,
as value-judgments are all over the place? Does this re-
duce HTA to subjective judgements, arbitrary values, and
capricious power? To “traditionalists” or “scientific pur-
ists”, considering science to be objective and value-free,
the answer is yes: HTA is not an objective endeavour in-
dependent of human values, judgments, and interests.
However, this does not mean that HTA is all arbitrary. To
acknowledge this, it may be fruitful to revisit the ancient
concept of art, i. e., téchne. The ancient concept of art,
which gives us the root of the modern term “technology,”
may provide a valuable connection between science and
art, even today. Téchne may provide a framework to ad-
dress the rationality, reliability, and accountability of HTA
[12]. Let us therefore shortly examine this concept.

The ancient concept of art (téchne)
The term art stems from Latin artem/ars, which e.g., can
be traced back to Galenos’ ArsMedica, from 193 AD. The
Greek word for “the art of medicine” in the writings of
Plato, Aristotle and in the Corpus Hippocraticum is téchne
iatriké [1], [6], [17]. Téchne is the same word that has
given name to technology: téchne (art) + logos (teaching)
[29], [31]. The combination of téchne and logos is rare
in ancient texts. However, it can be found in Aristotle’s
discussion of the teaching of poetry. (Although it is obvi-
ous that doing HTA is somewhat different than teaching
poetry, it is equally obvious that HTA is like poetry to some
professionals. Whether these are the HTA folks that view
HTA as a science, as opposed to an art, is an interesting
empirical question that goes beyond the scope of this
article.)
Although technology was not an issue in ancientmedicine,
there was an interesting and important debate on the
concept of téchne [23], [30]. Already in antiquity the
question was raised whether medicine was an art, but
quite contrary to some of today’s discussion, the argu-
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Table 3: Value judgment in particular HTA elements

ment was that medicine was an art (téchne), because
that made it an accountable activity differentiable from
mere quackery. E.g., the author of the Hippocratic text
On the art (Peri téchne, which was probably not Hippo-
crates) insists that medicine is a téchne [21]. In The Law
Hippocrates states that: «Medicine is of all the Arts the
most noble; but, owing to the ignorance of those who
practice it, and of those who, inconsiderately, form a
judgment of them, it is at present far behind all the other
arts.” (Hippocrates, The law, Translated by Francis Adams,
1849).
What then is téchne? The Greek term téchne “is a delib-
erate application of human intelligence to some part of
the world, yielding some control over tuchê [accident]”
[33]. In particular:

1. “Téchne is knowledge of a specific field. That is, it has
a determined subject matter and studies the nature
of this subject matter.

2. Téchne is oriented to a specific end.
3. It produces a useful result.
4. Téchne requiresmastery of general rational principles

that can be explained and therefore taught.” ([12],
p. 404), [37]. (Some scholars emphasize the po(i)etic

and creative aspect of téchne. This article follows the
research of a series of scholars who use a less cre-
ative interpretation of the ancient concept of art.)

HTA as art in terms of the ancient
concept of téchne
With reference to the ancient concept of téchne, the art
of HTA would have a specific subject matter, be oriented
to a specific end, produce a useful result, and require the
mastery of general rational principles that can be ex-
plained and therefore taught. In more detail:

1. The specific subject matter of HTA is the scientific
knowledge about health interventions.

2. The end of HTA is to find the best way heal and to
help patients (on an overall level in a specific health
care setting).

3. The product of HTA is evidence and sound arguments
for 2.

4. HTA masters and investigates general principles and
gives a rational account of its conclusions or recom-
mendations.
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Tabel 4: Aristoteles’ system of intellectual virtues

To sum up the second analysis of HTA as an art, our
modern term technology stems from the Greek word for
art (téchne). At the same time the ancient concept of
medicine (téchne iatriké) is related to art. In this way we
could argue that HTA is an art in a tripled sense: First,
HTA is an art through the etymological origin of techno-
logy. Second, it is an art as it shares the status of medi-
cine as an art (in the ancient sense). Third, HTA satisfies
the criteria for being a téchne as it has a specific subject
matter, requires inquiry and mastery of general rational
principles oriented to a specific end, and produces an
(intentionally) useful result. In this perspective, HTA is an
art that is specific, rational, and not arbitrary or capricious.
But, what about ancient science? In the same vein as it
has been argued that it makes sense to call HTA an art
in the ancient sense of the term art, one could argue that
the ancient conception of science is relevant to HTA. Un-
fortunately, this is not the case. The ancient concept of
science in many ways is different from modern concepts
of science.

The ancient concept of science
Science appears to have been purely theoretical in an-
tiquity, and was not related to empirical or practical is-
sues. Slaves were set to do all practical work. Although
they were extremely theoretically sophisticated, it did not
occur interesting to them at all to test and verify their
powerful (and sometimes outrageous) theories in practice.
One could argue that this is why Hippocrates’ conceptions
of pathology (humoral pathology) and Galeno’s ideas
about human physiology could be predominant for so
long, even though they were terribly wrong (compared to
what we think today). It took more than 1,500 years be-
fore Galileo connected theoria with praxis, giving rise to
what we today characterize as the technological revolu-
tion. Table 4 gives a simplified outline between the an-
cient concepts.
Hence, although the ancient concept of téchne may be
fruitful as a framework for the discussion of whether HTA
is a science or not, this does not hold for the ancient
conception of science. One short note on ancient art and
science: Although there was a debate on whether medi-
cine was an art or a science in the time of the humoral
pathology of the Coans (the followers of Hippocraties)
and the “dry” pathology of the Knidians, the debate
differed on some significant points. It was important for
the Coans (such as Hippocrates’ and his followers) to
underscore that medicine was an art in order to warrant
its accountability. Furthermore, one characteristic of an
ancient art was its rationality and its reflection on its own

limitations [12]. Moreover, téchne was a productive
activity thatmade a difference in people’s life, as opposed
to science’s contemplative venture.

The science(s) of HTA
So far it has been argued that the question of whether
HTA is science or art makes sense in two specific concep-
tual frameworks identified in the history of medicine. Ac-
cording to the first, HTA is an art in terms of its many
multilevel value-judgments, making it fall under the hu-
manities as contrasted to the natural sciences. In the
second framework, HTA is an art in terms of the ancient
concept téchne, ensuring that it is not an arbitrary and
capricious enterprise, as it has a specific subject matter,
an end, and can be given a rational account. In the latter
framework, it does notmake sense to discuss the science
of HTA, as HTA definitely is not a purely contemplative
activity.
This does of course not mean that HTA is not a science.
HTA is based on sciences in many trivial ways, as indi-
cated in the introduction: biology, physiology, pharmaco-
logy, statistics etc. Moreover, HTA can be seen as a social
science, a political science, or as a managerial science.
It can also be interpreted as an axiology (the science of
values) if one emphasizes its value-judgments. This is
not the place to enter the interesting debate on what kind
of science HTA is (or more precisely, what sciences HTA
is based on). There are good arguments for all the
candidatesmentioned above. Here themain point is that
HTA may be less characterized by the natural sciences
than onemay think from the presentation of HTA reports.

The science based art of HTA
From the above we can argue thatHTA is a science based
art. In the perspective of the traditional art-science-debate
in medicine, HTA is an art in terms of its inherent and
constitutive value judgments. HTA is an art also in terms
of the etymological origin of both “art” and “technology”,
i.e., téchne. Additionally, HTA is a téchne in the Hippocrat-
ic meaning of the word, as its final end is to heal and help
people [34], it is based on and investigates general prin-
ciples and gives a rational account of its actions, and its
product is (means for) improved health. Being an art (in
the ancient meaning of the word téchne) warrants a ra-
tional basis and reflection on the limitation of the activity,
delimiting it from subjective arbitrariness and capricious-
ness.
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However, what are the consequences if HTA is a science
based art?

Implications for HTA
First, it has significant implications on the status of the
result of HTA. If HTA-reports are seen as results of a series
of value-judgments, and not only descriptions of scientific
facts, it may become easier to avoid what has been called
“the naturalistic fallacy”, i.e., reasoning from is to ought.
Because health technology 1 (HT1) is more effective than
health technology 2 (HT2) with respect to one particular
end-point (e.g., 30 days survival rate), this does not
automatically mean that HT1 is better than HT2.
Second, the science-and-art-conception of HTA has impli-
cations for how to educate and train HTA personnel. The
teaching of HTA should focus on general principles and
its rational accounts at the same time as being context
sensitive. Accordingly, social sciences and cultural studies
deserve a more prominent place in HTA.
Third, as value judgments are at the core of HTA, ethics
in general and value analysis (axiology) in particular
should gain a more prominent role [16]. Reflection on
value judgments and on the evaluative aspects of tech-
nology, as well as reflection on basic concepts, such as
health, disease, evidence, and (f)utility is important in
and for HTA.
Fourth, a more complex conception of HTA (as science
and art) may make it more suitable for the assessment
of more complex technologies [39], as it better reflects
the complexity of the health services.
Fifth, accepting and addressing both HTA’s inherent ra-
tionality and its value-judgments may facilitate the de-
cision making process and the dissemination of HTA
results, as it more openly reflects the inherent value-
judgments of HTA. Hence, it may make the whole HTA
process and its consequences more open, transparent,
and accountable. This may also increase the trustworthi-
ness and the status of the HTA results.

Conclusion
In conclusion, HTA is an art in terms of its inherent value-
judgments, and belongs also to the humanities, and not
only to the natural sciences. However, HTA being an art
does not necessarily arbitrary and capricious. With refer-
ence to the ancient concept of art (téchne), it can be ar-
gued that HTA has both a rational and non-arbitrary basis
and an etymological as well as conceptual tie to techno-
logy. Hence, HTA is an art in several meanings of the
word. This does not degrade its scientific bases or its
function as support for decisionmaking. On the contrary,
making the evaluative basis of HTA more open and
transparent can make HTA more accountable and legit-
imate. As a science, HTA belongs as much to the social,
political and managerial sciences as to the natural sci-
ences. Thus,HTA is a science based art, and the balance

between science and art should be taken into account
in the teaching, practice, and development of HTA.
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